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BRTR20180426001 - A Turkish manufacturer of anatomy and simulated patitent
models is looking for a partners manufacturing
REQUEST
Abstract
A Turkish manufacturer of anatomy and simulated patitent models is looking for a business partner to design and manufacture injection moulds to be
used in rotational moulding, under a manufacturing agreement.

Description
The company is located in Kayseri, Turkey and has been in the medical education materials sector for 18 years. The company manufactures plastic
anatomy and simulation models to be used as the training device in the undergraduate and doctorate courses of medicine faculties. The scientific level
and details of anatomic structure can be seen on models very clearly and visible to the naked eye. Models are made of special plastic and details of the
models are very similar to the cadaver. Anatomy models cover both human and animal models. Simulation training models consist of Emergency
Training, Clinical Training, Nursing Skills Training, Maternal and Newborn Training and Physical Examination Training Models. They have been used
successfully at the anatomy departments of medicine faculties of many universities in Turkey and around the world. Company's anatomy and simulation
training models are ISO-9001 and ?? certified. The company is looking for manufacturing agreement.

Target partner expertise sought:
- Type of partner sought: Looking for a company with mould design and manufacturing capability. Moulds will be used in rotational moulding. Moulds
should be matched with true anatomy of human body and manufactured in half body, full body and some body parts
- Specific area of activity of the partner: The company is looking for manufacturing agreement with an SME or a company with reliable references. It
would be an advantage if the company has already experience about foreign trade.

Key information:
Country of origin: TURKEY
Listed under: Manufactura Industrial \ Tecnologías de Materiales \ Industria
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Si desea más información sobre este perfil por favor remítanos una expresión de interés vía web. Para ello
deberá acceder al perfil de su interés y al final del mismo encontrará un recuadro sombreado en gris cuyas
preguntas deberá contestar. Si le surgen dudas puede llamar a cualquiera de las organizaciones miembros de
SEIMED y preguntar por el personal a cargo del proyecto.
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